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NEUTRINO MASSES:HIERARCHY WITHOUT HIERARCHY�M. Je»abekHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, PolandandInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polande-mail: marek.jezabek�ifj.edu.pl(Reeived May 23, 2002)A large hierarhy of the Dira masses an result in a small hierarhyfor the low energy masses of the ative neutrinos. This an happen evenif the Majorana masses of right-handed neutrinos are all equal. A realistidesription of the observed neutrino masses and mixing an be obtainedstarting from a large hierarhy in the Dira masses. A large mixing forsolar neutrinos results from the neutrino setor. The small value of theMNS matrix element Ue3 is a natural onsequene of the sheme. Themasses of the two lighter neutrinos are related to the solar neutrino mixingangle: �1=�2 = tan2 ��.PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq1. Is there any mass hierarhy for ative neutrinos?Let us start with the remark that the ative neutrinos are exatly thesepartiles whih experimentalists are studying. They ouple to W and Zbosons. There are three of them known as �e, �� and �� , and they havevery small masses whih are re�eted in mass sales governing neutrino os-illations. In the osillations of the solar and atmospheri neutrinos onlydi�erenes [1�3℄ �m2� = j�22 � �21j � 5:0� 10�5eV2 (1)�m2� = j�23 � �22j � 2:5� 10�3eV2 (2)� Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthday.(1885)



1886 M. Je»abekan be measured. The ratio of these two mass sales��1exp = �m2�=�m2� � 50 (3)seems to provide a lear answer to the question asked in the title of this se-tion. Apparently yes. There is a hierarhy. However the orret answer maybe more subtle. Let us ompare what the Nature tells us through Eq. (3)with expetations based on a theory. The best theory of neutrino masseswe know is the see-saw mehanism [4℄. It explains why the masses of theative neutrinos are muh smaller than the masses of all other fundamentalfermions, i.e. harged leptons and quarks. The see-saw mehanism impliesthat the masses of the ative neutrinos are omposite low energy objetsderived from more fundamental mass parameters. These more fundamentalmasses are the Dira masses desribing ouplings between left-handed andright-handed neutrinos. and the Majorana masses of the right-handed neu-trinos. The right-handed neutrinos are singlets of the standard model SU3�SU2�U1 loal gauge symmetry, so their Majorana masses are not forbiddenby gauge invariane. Majorana masses are not allowed for partiles withnon-zero eletri harge. So, the masses of harged leptons and quarks areall of the Dira type and they all exhibit a lear hierarhyme � m� � m�mu � m � mtmd � ms � mb : (4)If we assume that this hierarhial struture is a ommon feature of all fun-damental fermions, the Dira masses of neutrinos should be also hierarhial,i.e. m1 � m2 � m3 : (5)We still have to say something about the Majorana masses of the right-handed neutrinos. The most natural thing is to assume that they are allequal. So let us assume that there are three right-handed neutrinos andtheir Majorana masses are equal to M :MR =M1 : (6)Then the following sequene an be derived for the masses of three ativeneutrinos: �1 = m21M ; �2 = m22M ; �3 = m23M : (7)If m3=m2 � mt=m � 102 is assumed, as suggested by many grand uni�edmodels, the ratio ��1th � �23�22 = �m3m2�4 � 108 (8)



Neutrino Masses: Hierarhy without Hierarhy 1887is obtained. When viewed from this perspetive the hierarhy exhibited inEq. (3) an be alled a moderate one at best. It is muh more appropriate infat to onsider this small hierarhy as a small perturbation of the situationwithout hierarhy. 2. Reduing hierarhyAre we then fored to abandon the assumed hierarhy (5) of the Diramasses or the nie and eonomi postulate (6) of equal Majorana masses?Let us repeat the standard derivation of the mass formula for the ativeneutrinos. Our guiding priniple is to redue the resulting hierarhy asmuh as possible. The Dira masses of neutrinos are desribed by a 3 � 3matrix N = URm(�)UL (9)with m(�) = diag (m1;m2;m3) : (10)As an unitary matrix UL annot a�et the resulting mass spetrum, weassume UL = 1 (11)for simpliity. We may be led to reonsidering this when disussing thelepton mixing matrix.The mass spetrum of the ative neutrinos is given by a dimension �veoperator N . This operator is obtained as a low energy approximation ofa term resulting from the underlying renormalizable theory in the next-to-leading order. The result isN = NTM�1R N = 1Mm(�)TUTRURm(�) : (12)As the Majorana mass M in (12) is huge the resulting masses of the ativeneutrinos are small. The spetrum is extremely sensitive to the form of asymmetri unitary matrix R = UTRUR (13)so, the matrix UR plays a very important role in low energy physis and itsstruture is imprinted in the masses of the ative neutrinos1. Unfortunatelythis mass spetrum is the only piee of information on UR aessible at ourlow energies. So we have to guess some form of R and hope that the resultsobtained may to some extend justify our avalier attempt. R = 1 is not1 It is interesting to note that the analogous matries for up and down quarks play norole in low energy physis beause they neither a�et the spetra of Dira masses northe eletroweak harged urrents.



1888 M. Je»abekaeptable beause this would lead us diretly to the disastrous spetrum (7).Let us follow our guiding priniple and try to redue the hierarhy of theresulting spetrum as muh as possible. CertainlyR = 0� 0 0 10 1 01 0 01A = P13 (14)seems to be a good andidate to ahieve this goal. From (12)�(14)N = �0� 0 0 r0 1 0r 0 01A (15)is obtained with r = m1m3=m22 and � = m22=M . There is a doublet (�1; �2)of mass �r and a singlet �3 of mass � in the spetrum resulting from (15).When this spetrum is ompared with those in (7) the redution of hierarhybeomes evident. One may remark that this suess is rather problemati.If we want to interpret the mass splitting between singlet and doublet as theorigin of �m2� then �m2� is zero pushing our ��1th to in�nity, whih seemsto be even worse than (8). We shall ignore this problem for a while. It anbe solved by introduing a small o�-diagonal element in (10) removing massdegeneray for �1 and �2 and leading to non-zero �m2�. These onsiderationsditate ordering of eigenvalues after diagonalization of N whih partly �xesthe form of a unitary matrix O0 suh thatO0TNO0 = diag (�1; �2; �3) (16)with �1 = �2 = �r, �3 = �. The remaining freedom will be removedompletely by the perturbation splitting the masses of �1 and �2. The resultis O0 = P23U12 (��=4) (17)with P23 =0� 1 0 00 0 10 1 01A ; (18)U12 (��=4) = 0� 1p2 � ip2 01p2 � ip2 00 0 11A : (19)



Neutrino Masses: Hierarhy without Hierarhy 18893. Lepton mixing matrixThe Maki�Nakagawa�Sakata lepton mixing matrix [5℄ an be expressedin terms of O0 and VL, where VL is a unitary matrix diagonalizing LyL andL is the harged lepton mass matrix: VLLyLV yL = diag �m2e;m2�;m2� �. Then0� �e���� 1A =0� Ue1 Ue2 Ue3U�1 U�2 U�3U�1 U�2 U�31A0� �1�2�31A = UMNS0� �1�2�31A (20)and UMNS = VLO0 = VLP23U12 (��=4) : (21)The struture in Eq. (21) is striking. If VL is a matrix with the element(V )11 = 1 and other non-zero elements in the 2-3 blok the produt VLP23has the very same struture2. Moreover, it is exatly this form of VL that anaount for the mixing of atmospheri neutrinos. Many authors onsideredlepton setor as the origin of maximal mixing for atmospheri neutrinos;see [6℄ and referenes therein. Partiularly attrative models are based onlopsided mass matries [6,7℄. So we do not spend more time on that problembeause up to some irrelevant rede�nitions3VLP23 = 0� 1 0 00 1p2 1p20 � 1p2 1p2 1A (22)an be obtained following arguments of those papers. What we get from(21) and (22) is known as the bi-maximal mixing [8℄. It was a lot of fun toget this struture four years ago. However, now the bi-maximal mixing iswithout any doubt exluded by the experimental data [2℄. Is this a problemfor the present sheme? Not really. The same perturbation whih splits themasses of �1 and �2 an push the solar mixing angle �� away from ��=4 inU12. A perturbation an be found produing �m2� and tan2 �� in agreementwith experiment [9℄.2 In general the produt VLP23 is obtained from VL by exhanging its seond and thirdolumn. It may be onsidered as an e�ient way to ruin preditions assoiated withsome speial forms of VL.3 Throughout this paper we ignore omplex phases whih are not important for osil-lations. Of ourse, these phases are of ruial importane for 0�2� transitions.



1890 M. Je»abek4. Can we test this piture?The piture whih we obtain is quite enouraging. Up to small orre-tions the lepton mixing matrix an be written asUMNS = 0� 1 0 00 os �� sin ��0 � sin �� os ��1A0� os �� sin �� 0� sin �� os �� 00 0 11A : (23)This form explains the smallness of Ue3 in agreement with CHOOZ limit [10℄and SuperKamiokande data on atmospheri �e's [1, 3℄. Moreover, if thepresent piture is orret there is a relation between �1, �2 and tan2 ��. Letus onsider the 1-2 blok of P23NP23. For small o�-diagonal elements inm(�), f. Eq. (10) this 2� 2 matrix is proportional to� � 11 a�with jaj < 1 and the element 1-1 small as a onsequene of mass hierarhy inm(�). Diagonalization of this sub-matrix produes a unitary transformationin the 1-2 plane whih is re�eted in UMNS, see Eq. (23). Thus the massesof �1 and �2 are related to tan2 ��:�1�2 � tan2 �� : (24)As a �nal remark let us note that the mass sale of the Majorana masses isbetween 1010 and 1011 GeV if m2 � m is assumed. This range of Majoranamasses may be quite interesting for baryogenesis; see [11℄ and referenestherein.I thank Piotr Urban for ommon work on the onsequenes of the shemepresented here. I am very muh indebted to Frans Klinkhamer for a helpfuldisussion and suggesting the title of this artile.This work was done during my stay in the Institute für TheoretisheTeilhenphysik, Universität Karlsruhe (TH). I would like to thank theAlexander-von-Humboldt Foundation for a grant whih made my visit toKarlsruhe possible.This work is also supported in part by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN) grants 5P03B09320 and 2P03B13622, and by theEuropean Commission 5th Framework ontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149.
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